
Unit 2, 62 Leeds is a modern new build warehouse and 
distribution unit, which has been leased by High Seat 
Limited (HSL). HSL are a British retailer of handcrafted 
quality furniture such as chairs, beds and sofas.
 
Brief
 
HSL required a complete LED lighting solution for 
the warehouse area, which would deliver impressive 
performance whilst maintaining low energy consumption. 
Utilising intelligent wireless controls was an important 
factor for HSL, as they were keen to achieve increased 
levels of control in addition to reduced maintenance and 
running costs.

Our design team were approached by HSL’s appointed 
Project Manager Reynolds Associates to design, 
manufacture and deliver an LED lighting solution for the 
unit.

Solution

The ‘Steon’ branded Stealth LED high bay was selected for 
installation throughout the warehouse. 

Steon’s Stealth LED is available with four symmetric optics 
for added flexibility. Throughout all the racking isles we 
delivered a range of standard and emergency Stealth LEDs 
with 30º high rack optics. The narrow beam angle helps 
to focus the light directly onto the racking and on the floor 

whereas a larger beam angle would result in excessive 
amounts of wasted light. 

In the open plan areas Steon supplied a selection of 
standard and emergency Stealth LEDs with a wide 90º 
optic.

As the ceiling height of the warehouse are around 11 metres 
high, Steon’s Technical Projects Manager recommended 
installing the SMARTMESH® wireless system complete 
with high bay sensors. This system is the ideal solution for 
warehouses as the sensors can be mounted at heights of up 
to 16 metres.

All the Stealth LEDs were SMARTMESH® enabled and have 
been commissioned to harvest daylight by utilising as much 
natural light as possible and to take advantage of occupancy 
sensing.

Outcome

Steon’s SMARTMESH® system has allowed the client to view 
and interact with their lighting remotely via the intuitive 
app. The daylight harvesting and occupancy sensing 
features prevent unnecessary illumination by utilising as 
much natural light as possible and only switching on when 
presence is detected. These key features play a significant 
role in reducing energy and the building’s overall carbon 
footprint. 

Client Testimonial

We are delighted with the new Stealth high-bay lighting installation. From 
product quality to performance, the feedback we have received from both the 
end user and installer has been great. Steon have provided exceptional service 
from the initial design process right through to commissioning. Overall the 
project has been a huge success and we look forward to working with Steon 
again in the future.
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